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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;Exo Survival was first introduced as Advanced Warfar

e&#39;s cooperative game mode.[16] Considered to be a new version of the Surviva

l &#128178;  Mode from Modern Warfare 3,[17] Exo Survival allows up to four play

ers to engage in a wave-based match against A.I.-controlled &#128178;  enemies.[

18] Players can choose from four different classes of Exo, which grant different

 abilities and score-streaks. Weapons and score-streaks can &#128178;  be upgrad

ed throughout each match. After a certain number of rounds, players are given ob

jectives to perform, such as defending &#128178;  a location, or collecting inte

l from fallen enemies. Completing the objectives grant players bonus upgrade poi

nts; not completing them result &#128178;  in the players being punished, such a

s having their Exo suits temporarily disabled or activating hostile security tur

rets.[19] Exo Survival &#128178;  is played on the game&#39;s multiplayer maps, 

with a total of 13 maps divived into four tiers. Each tier can &#128178;  be unl

ocked by playing the previous tier and survive a specific number of rounds.[19]&

lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Plot [ edit ]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Reveal [ edit ]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;On &#128178;  July 29, 2014, Sledgehammer Games released a trailer show

ing a more in depth look into the main back story of &#128178;  the campaign sid

e of the game. Within the last five seconds of the trailer a brief view of the m

ultiplayer &#128178;  was shown, the first time multiplayer had been shown. With

in it &quot;score streaks&quot; were visible which are returning from Black &#12

8178;  Ops II. Also shown was the new HUD which usually changes from each title.

 The trailer also stated that there &#128178;  would be a worldwide full multipl

ayer reveal on August 11, 2014, during Gamescom 2014.[49]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;A pre-order bonus was announced entitled &#39;Advanced &#128178;  Arsen

al&#39; which consists of a Custom Exoskeleton along with an EM1 Quantum &amp; A

K-12G weapon usable in multiplayer.[52] An advertisement &#128178;  revealed tha

t the collector&#39;s editions will include a bonus multiplayer map, &quot;Atlas

 Gorge&quot;, which is a remake of the map &#128178;  &quot;Pipeline&quot; from 

Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare; an Atlas Digital Content Pack, which includes tw

o bonus weapons, a custom &#128178;  character helmet, a player card, five in-ga

me &quot;supply drops&quot; and a single-player upgrade token. Also included is 

a season pass, &#128178;  granting players access to four post-release map packs

. Additionally, all pre-orders would be upgraded to the &quot;Day Zero Edition&q

uot;, which &#128178;  includes 24 hours early access to the game with double XP

, additional weapons and in-game items.[53]&lt;/p&gt;
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